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Since 2004 DESY operates a Grid infrastructure and has participated in national and international Grid projects such as EGEE (2004-2010), D-GRID (2005-2009), and EGI / NGI-DE (since 2010). In 2006 DESY became a Tier-2 centre for ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb as part of the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG). In the context of the Physics at the Terascale project DESY operates the National Analysis Facility (NAF) which complements the Grid with interactive computing resources.

The DESY Grid infrastructure provides federated computing and storage resources for the WLCG virtual organizations (VO) 'atlas', 'cms', and 'lhcb', hosts the global VOs 'ghep', 'hermes', 'hone', 'icecube', 'ilc', 'idg', 'xfel.eu', and 'zeus', and supports 'belief'.

In order to equip DESY and U Hamburg users with Grid user certificates, a registration authority (RA) serving the German certification authority (CA) at GridKa in Karlsruhe is available.

The global entry point for Users in the Grid is the Global Grid User Support (GGUS).

The Grid - explain it in 60 seconds

By Ian Foster, Argonne National Laboratory and the University of Chicago, published in the joint Fermilab /SLAC's magazine symmetry:

Having bought a new toaster, we simply plug it in: the electric power grid removes the need to also buy and install a new generator. By analogy, information technologists refer to the Grid when talking about on-demand computing.

Like its electrical namesake, a computing grid is a mix of technology, infrastructure, and standards. The technology is software that allows resource providers (whether individuals or institutions) to contribute computers, storage, data, networks, and other resources; it allows consumers to use them when needed. The infrastructure comprises the physical hardware and services that must be maintained and operated for the resource-sharing to occur. Finally, standards codify the messages that must be exchanged, and the policies that must be followed, to allow a grid to function.

The Internet, Web, and Grid are related but distinct technologies. The Internet is the worldwide system of networks that connects many computers and smaller networks, allowing them all to communicate. The Web is a way of accessing information over the Internet. The Grid is a way of using the Internet to share and manage computing resources that are distributed around the globe.
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A reference to a publication describing the Grid infrastructure at DESY is “The DESY Grid Centre” https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/396/4/042026
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